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a b s t r a c t

Modern small modular nuclear reactors can be built on a barge in ocean, therefore, their flow charac-
teristics depend upon the ocean motions. In the present research, effect of rolling motion on flow and
friction characteristics of laminar flow through vertical and horizontal narrow channels has been studied.
A computer code has been developed using MPS method for two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
with rolling motion force incorporated. Numerical results have been validated with the literature and
have been found in good agreement. It has been found that the impact of rolling motions on flow
characteristics weakens with increase in flow rate and fluid viscosity. For vertical narrow channels, the
time averaged friction coefficient for vertical channels differed from steady friction coefficient.
Furthermore, increasing the horizontal distance from rolling pivot enhanced the flow fluctuations but
these stayed relatively unaffected by change in vertical distance of channel from the rolling axis. For
horizontal narrow channels, the flow fluctuations were found to be sinusoidal in nature and their
magnitude was found to be dependent mainly upon gravity fluctuations caused by rolling.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Modern Small Modular Reactor (SMR) designs are a promising
candidate for use as a power source for ships or for building a
reactor on a floating platform or barge near the sea shores to fulfill
the energy requirements of water desalination plants and cities
near the coastal areas [1]. These floating reactors do not require to
occupy land and are inherently safer against earthquakes and tsu-
namis than the plants built on land. However, the interaction of
ocean waves and winds with the floating platform superimposes
some movements on them inducing some additional forces on the
reactor coolant flow inside the channels. These movements include
heeling, surging, swaying, heaving, yawing, pitching and rolling in
six degrees of freedom [2]. However, some thesemovements can be
neglected because magnitudes of surging, swaying and yawing are
small owing to long but narrow geometry of barges. Moreover, the
mathematical treatment of rolling and pitching is similar. There-
fore, the researchers study either rolling or heaving motions
depending upon the relevance to their research. Rolling motions
.A. Basit), wxtian@mail.xjtu.
en), szqiu@mail.xjtu.edu.cn

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
give rise to variations in gravity and generate other acceleration
components causing periodic fluctuations in the reactor coolant
flow, which can modify the flow and heat transfer characteristics
significantly [3]. For reactor designs employing natural circulation
for heat transfer or during accidental situations, when heat is
transferred by natural convection, flow velocities tend to be small
and flow becomes laminar. As flow rate is small under laminar flow
conditions, flow fluctuations induced by rolling motion may
become a significant fraction of steady state flow rate. So it is
imperative to study the variations in flow and friction parameters
induced by rolling motions in channel flow under laminar condi-
tions. Numerous experimental, theoretical and computational
studies of demonstrating effects of rolling motions on thermal
hydraulics of reactor channels can be found in the literature. Yan
has presented a comprehensive review of various studies covering
the numerous aspects of flow and heat transfer phenomena under
ocean motion conditions [1].

Many researchers have studied the effect of these forces on the
flow and heat transfer characteristics of the working fluid experi-
mentally for single phase flows in circular tubes and rectangular
channels. Pendyala et al. studied the influence of periodic oscilla-
tions in vertical plane on heat transfer in a circular tube for single
phase laminar and turbulent flows [4]. They found that heat
transfer in laminar flow increased due to oscillations but in
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Nomenclature

a acceleration, m/s2

d number of dimensions
dr0 initial particle spacing, m
F force vector, N
g gravitational acceleration, m/s2

n unit vector normal to the surface
n particle number density
p pressure, Pa
r particle position vector
r particle distance, m
re particle influence radius, m
Re Reynolds number
t time, s
T rolling period, s
u particle velocity vector, m/s
w kernel function
x coordinate along lateral direction
y coordinate along vertical direction

Greek letters
b angular acceleration, rad/s2

f generic scalar variable
l friction coefficient
m dynamic viscosity, N. s/m2

q rolling amplitude, rad
r density, kg/m3

u angular velocity, rad/s

Superscript/subscript
c Coriolis
i, j particle number
max maximum
n centrifugal
n, n þ 1 designation of time step
r rolling
t tangential
ta time averaged
x, x’ horizontal component
y, y’ vertical component
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turbulent flows it remained unaffected. Researchers have also
studied the influence of rolling motions on the flow and heat
transfer under natural circulation in circular tubes [3]. It was found
that the average mass flow rate and heat transfer coefficient in
natural circulation flow under rolling conditions was affected by
the rolling frequency and amplitude. Wang et al. studied the effect
of rolling motion on forced convection in circular tubes and found
that the transient fluctuations in heat transfer caused by rolling
motions could not be predicted by steady flow and heat transfer
correlations [5]. Rectangular cross section is a better approximation
for the flow channel of reactors having plate type fuel. Specifically,
narrow rectangular channels can be used for efficient heat transfer
in applications including nuclear research reactors, marine re-
actors, compact heat exchangers and electronic circuits. Therefore,
many researchers have studied the effect of ocean conditions on
single phase flow and heat transfer in narrow rectangular channels.
Xing et al. studied the effect of rolling on frictional pressure drop in
rectangular channels under natural circulation and forced flow
conditions and found that the pressure drop fluctuated with period
of rolling motion and its amplitude decreased with average Rey-
nolds number of flow [6]. In another study, researchers investigated
the effect of pulsating laminar flow in rectangular channels for
various pulsating periods and mean Reynolds numbers and found
the time averaged friction coefficient of pulsating flow to be same
as the steady flow friction coefficient [7]. Tan et al. experimentally
studied the effect of variation of rolling amplitude and period on a
closed loop of rectangular channel for both laminar and turbulent
flow conditions and found the time averaged friction coefficient for
rolling conditions to be similar to steady flow values [8]. However,
the transient variations in friction coefficients were found to be
quite different from steady state approximations. Moreover, they
also provided experimental correlation for approximation of tran-
sient variations in the friction coefficient due to rolling conditions.
In another researchwork, Xing et al. developedmodels for pressure
drop calculations and experimentally investigated the flow through
open as well as closed loop of rectangular channels under rolling
motion for a wide range of Reynolds numbers and rolling param-
eters [9]. They found that effect of gravity fluctuations was only
seen for flow through open loop. Furthermore, they established
that increase in the frictional head or flow rate decreased the rolling
induced flow oscillations. Fluctuations of flow and temperature
under the effect of rolling conditions in mini rectangular channels
have been studied for various rolling angles, periods and Reynolds
numbers [10]. It was concluded that the temperature fluctuations
were mainly affected by the flow fluctuations and flow regime
changes induced by the rolling motion.

Some theoretical studies have also been performed to investi-
gate the effect of rolling motion on velocity and Nusselt number
under laminar flow conditions [11]. The flow and heat transfer
phenomena has been studied for both circular and rectangular
channels and analytical relations for velocity profile, temperature
profile and Nusselt number have been derived for simplified cases.

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be used to numerically
solve the complex fluid flow and heat transfer problems. Some
computational studies have been conducted to investigate the ef-
fects of rolling motion on flow in circular as well as rectangular
channels. The effect of rolling motions on turbulent flow through
rectangular channels was examined using Fluent and it was re-
ported that the only axial additional force affected the Nusselt
number significantly while the effect of radial additional force was
found to be negligible [12]. Researchers have also used Fluent to
study the effect of rolling conditions on friction coefficient and
Nusselt number for turbulent pulsating flows [13] and loss coeffi-
cient of expansion and contraction fittings [14]. Some studies have
utilized RELAP5/MOD3 code to study the effect of rolling on hy-
drodynamic and thermal hydraulic characteristics of flow loop of
integrated pressurized water reactors under natural circulation
[15,16]. Computational studies of the rolling motion phenomena in
rectangular channels are limited in number and the available
studies focus primarily on turbulent flows. Moving Particle Semi-
Implicit (MPS) method [17], a particle based simulation tech-
nique, can prove to be advantageous for numerical solution of
phenomenon involving ocean motions due to its inherent suit-
ability for transient problems. MPS method, which is based on
Lagrangian description, inherently seeks the solution of the flow
problems by calculating the changes in location and velocity of fluid
particles in a series of small time steps. Hence, MPS is better suit-
able for the problems in which accurate calculation of flow tran-
sients is important. The fluid flow in a channel under rolling motion
is inherently a transient problem, consequently, the investigation of
flow and friction characteristics in the channels under rolling mo-
tion becomes a time dependent study in which it is imperative to
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calculate the flow transients. Therefore, MPS, due to its Lagrangian
nature, is inherently suitable for solution of problems involving
rolling motion. The researches have employed MPS method for
various fluid simulations and demonstrated that it is promising
numerical technique that can be used to solve challenging fluid
flow phenomena. MPS has been utilized for simulation of von
Karman vortices for flow over circular cylinder [18], free surface
flows [19], granular flow and heat transfer [20], Rayleigh-Taylor
instability with periodic boundary conditions [21], multiphase
flows [22] and for incompressible flows [23].

Looking at the applications of narrow rectangular channels, for
low flow rate situations, the study of laminar flow and friction
characteristics of such channels under rolling conditions is very
important. The objective of the present research is to perform a
fundamental numerical study to investigate the effect of various
rolling parameters on flow and friction characteristics in narrow
parallel-plate channels under laminar flow conditions. Present
study is also aimed at the evaluation of suitability of MPS method
for simulation of flow through narrow rectangular channels under
rolling conditions, because so far this method has not been utilized
for such calculations. A computer code has been developed to
simulate the flow between parallel plates using MPS method in
two-dimensions. The simulations have been performed for laminar
flow through vertical as well as horizontal channel under rolling
motion conditions. Flow rates, time average friction coefficient and
time dependent friction coefficients have been calculated and the
results of the code have been validated with the experimental re-
sults of flow through narrow channels available in literature.
Moreover, the effect of various parameters like rolling amplitude,
rolling angle, liquid viscosity, flow Reynolds number and distance
from rolling axis have been studies on the flow and friction char-
acteristics in the channels.

2. Details of mathematical model and numerical scheme

For a Lagrangian numerical method like MPS, non-conservation
form of Navier-Stokes equations serve as an appropriate mathe-
matical model. However, to include the effects of rolling motion
some additional force terms need to be incorporated in the gov-
erning equations. In the following sub-sections, details of govern-
ing differential equations, rolling motion force term and MPS
method are explained:

2.1. Governing equations

Continuity and momentum equations for viscous flow of an
isothermal and incompressible fluid take the following form:

Dr
Dt

¼ 0 (1)

r
Du
Dt

¼ � Vpþ mV2uþ rg� Fr (2)

For Lagrangian calculation, convection is calculated by the mo-
tion of particles, thereby, eliminating the need for a separate con-
vection term in Eq. (2).

2.2. MPS particle estimation of differential operators

Various differential operators, like Laplacian, gradient and
divergence, present in the governing equations are approximated
using particle interaction models based on MPS method [17]. For a
generic scalar variable f, MPS particle estimates for the differential
operators, can be obtained as follows:
Gradient model:
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d
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where diffusion coefficient,li is given as:
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P
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Velocity divergence operator can be approximated akin to gradient
model:

ðVuÞi ¼
d
ni

X
jsi

"�
uj � ui
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rj � ri

���rj � ri
��2 w

���rj � ri
���# (6)

Properties of a given particle mainly depend upon its in-
teractions with the neighboring particles. Therefore, to limit the
number of neighboring particles for the interaction models, a
weighting function w(r) is utilized. In the present study, following
weighting function has been employed:

wðrÞ ¼

8>>>><>>>>:
r
re

� 1; ð0 � r< reÞ

0; ðre � rÞ
(7)

Total number of neighboring particles of particle i, lying inside its
particle influence radius, re, is known as particle number density, ni.
It is given as:

ni ¼ w
���rj � ri

��� (8)

A set of algebraic equations is obtained for all the particles in the
computational domain by replacing the differential operators in the
governing equations by MPS particle approximations. Gravity, vis-
cosity and rolling force terms are treated explicitly while pressure
distribution for various particles in the domain can be calculated
using Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient (ICCG) method
implicitly [24]. The position of fluid particles is updated using the
velocity of the particles. Derivation of particle interaction approx-
imations and further details of MPS method can be found in liter-
ature [17]. A flowchart demonstrating the various steps involved in
MPSmethod in shown in Fig.1. Themethod used in present study is
first order accurate in time and second order accurate in space. The
accuracy in time depends upon the numerical difference used to
discretize time derivative whereas accuracy in space depends upon
the order of weight function. A 2nd order weight function has been
employed in the present study.
2.3. Mathematical treatment of rolling motions

A complete mathematical description of rolling motions is
difficult to obtain owing to complex movements of the floating
platform that are function of both space and time and the statistical
nature of the phenomena involved. However, it was proposed to
approximate ocean motions by superposition of sine waves of
different amplitudes and wavelengths [25]. Almost all the



Fig. 1. Flowchart showing the various calculation steps involved in MPS method.
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theoretical and experimental research on ocean motions has
employed this simplification.

Rolling motions exert additional forces in axial as well as in
lateral direction on the fluid inside the channels of barge-mounted
reactor. Fig. 2 shows that rolling causes tangential force (Ft), cen-
trifugal force (Fn), and Coriolis force (Fc) on the flowing fluid in
addition to gravitational, pressure and viscous forces in a non-
Fig. 2. Additional forces actin
inertial frame of reference. In a non-inertial reference frame x0y0z,
rolling amplitude as function of time can be given as:

qðtÞ ¼ qmax$sin
	
2pt
T



(9)

Consequently, angular velocity and acceleration of the rolling mo-
tion can be obtained from Eq. (9) as under:

uðtÞ ¼ qmax$

	
2p
T



$cos

	
2pt
T



(10)

bðtÞ¼ � qmax$

	
2p
T


2
$sin

	
2pt
T



(11)

The total rolling force acting on fluid in terms of angular velocity
and acceleration can be written as:

Fr ¼ Ft þ Fn þ Fc ¼ rðb� rþ u� ðu� rÞ þ 2u� u0Þ (12)

Where the corresponding acceleration terms can be simplified as:

at ¼b� r0 ¼ b
�
x0bj� y0bi� (13)

ac ¼2u� u0 ¼ �2uu0bj (14)

Components of gravitational force resolved along non-inertial co-
ordinate system can be written as:

gy0 ¼ gcosðqÞ (15)

gx0 ¼ gsinðqÞ (16)

It must be noted that rolling angle is considered positive in
counterclockwise direction and vice versa. Furthermore, compo-
nents of tangential, centrifugal, Coriolis and gravity forces that act
only along the flow direction, affect the flow in the channel.
Therefore, effect of force components on flow characteristics also
depends upon the orientation of channel and direction of flow in
the channel.

Vector diagram of various rolling and gravity force components
acting on fluid moving through a vertical narrow channel is shown
g due to rolling motion.



Fig. 3. Vector diagram for flow under rolling motion in a vertical narrow channel.

Fig. 5. Vector diagram for flow under rolling motion in a horizontal narrow channel.
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in Fig. 3. It can be observed that flow through the channel is only
affected by variation in vertical component of gravity and compo-
nents of Fn and Ft along flow direction. Whereas, the Coriolis force
always acts normal to flow direction, therefore, it can be ignored.
Moreover, the distance of the point of interest in the channel from
the axis of rolling motion can also significantly influence the force
acting on the fluid inside the channel. Fig. 4 shows the comparison
of various accelerations and their net effect on fluid flowing
through a vertical narrow channel for qmax ¼ 10� and T ¼ 10s. The
net effect has been calculated by assumingmoment arm to be unity
for both tangential and centrifugal accelerations. It is evident that
vertical gravity variation (Dgy’ ¼ gy e gy’) has a significant impact on
the flow having a period half the rolling period. Maximum value of
Dgy’ depends only upon rolling amplitude and is independent of
rolling period. Magnitude of tangential acceleration is also signifi-
cant and it varies with a period same as the rolling motion. It in-
creases as rolling amplitude is increased or rolling period is
decreased. The centrifugal acceleration, which varies along vertical
direction, is generally insignificant, hence, its influence on the flow
can be safely ignored. Therefore, for a vertical narrow channel, the
Fig. 4. Acceleration components for flow in vertical channel under rolling motion for
qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.
rolling force stays almost constant in the flow direction [26].
The force vector diagram for a parallel plate channel with flow in

horizontal direction under rolling conditions is shown in Fig. 5. In
this case, horizontal gravity component impacts the flow in the
channel which depends upon the rolling angle. Moreover, compo-
nents of tangential and centrifugal forces also act along the flow
direction, whose magnitudes depend upon distance of the point
under consideration in the channel from the axis of rolling motion
and rolling parameters. In addition, Coriolis force again acts normal
to the flow direction, therefore, it has no influence on the flow
through the channel. The magnitudes of the gravity, tangential and
centrifugal accelerations in a horizontal channel, for qmax ¼ 10� and
T ¼ 10s, can be seen in Fig. 6. It can be observed that, for the case of
horizontal channel, gravity is the most dominant force while the
other rolling accelerations are very small. Tangential acceleration
can become significant for higher values of rolling angle and lower
rolling periods, however, centrifugal acceleration remains
comparatively small so it can be ignored. In this study, a computer
program in C language has been developed to investigate the effect
of various rolling parameters, fluid viscosity and distance from
rolling axis on flow rate and friction coefficient in two-dimensional
horizontal and vertical channels for laminar flow conditions.
Analysis of flow through parallel plate geometries is simple and
requires less computational resources, however, these results are
very significant because parallel plate geometries provide the up-
per limit results of flow friction for rectangular and annular chan-
nels [27].
Fig. 6. Acceleration components for flow in horizontal channel under rolling motion
for qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.



Fig. 7. Solution domain with initial particle distribution and boundary conditions.

Fig. 9. Comparison of flow rate under rolling motion for qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.
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2.4. Details of computational domain and boundary conditions

A section of computational domain employed for this study is
shown in Fig. 7. The domain consists of a two-dimensional rectan-
gular region with a height of 5 mm and width of 2 mm with solid
walls on two sides and open from the upper and lower sides. Ratio of
particle influence radius to initial particle spacing has been taken as
3.1. Fluid domain consists of liquid particles whereas the rigid walls
are represented by solid particles. Along the solid particles, three
rows of dummywall particles have been defined on each side to keep
the neighboring particle density, for the particles near the walls,
constant. No-slip boundary condition has been applied on solid wall
particles, whereas, on the upper and lower boundaries periodic
boundary conditions have been applied to simulate a fully developed
flow and to conserve the computational resources. It has been dis-
cussed in the previous section that the effect of centrifugal acceler-
ation, that varies along flow direction, can be neglected, hence, the
flow in the channel may be taken as fully developed. The fluid in the
channel iswaterwith densityandviscosityof 1000 kg/m3 and10�3N
s/m2 respectively. Fig. 8 shows the effect of the particle size on the
flow rate. It can be seen that the results are independent of particle
size for dr0 of 0.1 mm. To calculate flow rate particle size of 0.1 mm
Fig. 8. Analysis of effect of particle size on numerical results.
was used. However, friction coefficient depends upon the velocity
gradient at thewall, therefore, to enhance its accuracy particle size of
0.05 mmwas utilized for its computation.
3. Validation of computational results with literature

The results of the computer code, developed in the present
study, have been validated with the experimental results of single
phase flow in a rectangular channel under rolling conditions for
low Re available in literature [8]. The comparison of the variation of
flow rate under rolling motion conditions simulated by the com-
puter code with the experimental results is presented in Fig. 9 for
qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s and Reta ¼ 1350. It can be observed that results
generated by MPS based computer code are in a good agreement
with the experimental data available in literature. The minor dif-
ference is due to the fact that response of the flow rate to the rolling
motion lags behind the rolling period due to inertia of the system.
Therefore, the mathematical model and numerical procedure
employed for simulation in the present study has been validated.

Tan et al. also demonstrated in their study that as the flow rate
varied sinusoidally about the initial flow rate value, therefore, the
time averaged friction coefficient remained almost same as the
steady state friction coefficient. In Fig. 10, comparison of time
averaged friction coefficient for different rolling angle and period
values at various Re with the corresponding steady state results of
friction coefficient. It can be observed that the numerical results are
in a good agreement with the steady state values of friction coef-
ficient in a parallel-plate channel as expected.
Fig. 10. Comparison of time average friction coefficient with steady state friction
coefficient.



Fig. 11. Comparison of transient friction coefficient under rolling motion for
qmax ¼ 20�; T ¼ 15s.

Fig. 13. Effect of rolling period on flow rate in vertical narrow channel.
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Although the time averaged friction coefficient remains same as
the steady state friction coefficient under the rolling conditions, yet
this does not apply to the transient friction coefficient due to var-
iations in the flow rate caused by rolling. Tan et al., also presented a
correlation for calculation of transient friction coefficient for the
rectangular channel under rolling conditions. The transient friction
coefficient has been calculated using the code for Reta of 1058 and
the results have been compared with the experimental results of
Tan et al., as shown in Fig.11. It can be observed that the trend of the
computational results matches with the experimental results
adequately. However, the difference in the magnitude is due to the
fact that in the simulation two-dimensional channel has been
employed. For a constant flow rate, owing to its larger hydraulic
radius, friction coefficient for two-dimensional channel is larger
than the rectangular channel [28] because increase in hydraulic
radius causes the average flow velocity to decrease which is
inversely related to fiction factor.
4. Results and discussion

The influence of variation of various factors including rolling
parameters, flow Re, distance of channel from rolling axis, fluid
viscosity and channel orientation on flow and friction characteris-
tics of narrow parallel plate channel have been investigated. The
results obtained in the study are discussed in the following sub-
sections.
Fig. 12. Effect of maximum rolling amplitude on flow rate in vertical narrow channel.
4.1. Effect of rolling parameters

Maximum rolling amplitude and rolling period are collectively,
in general, known as rolling parameters. Horizontal distance of the
vertical narrow channel from the rolling axis has been taken to be
0.9 m. As discussed earlier, rolling motion induces a variation in
gravity in the vertical direction i.e. Dgy’, in addition to tangential
force component. These variations in acceleration components
cause the flow rate in the channel to fluctuate as shown in Fig. 12.
The higher peak is the result of accumulation of the effect of Dgy’
and tangential acceleration (at) whereas smaller peaks in flow rate
variation occur when the effects of two forces are opposite to each
other. Furthermore, both Dgy’ and at strongly depend upon rolling
amplitude, causing the fluctuations in flow rate to increase sub-
stantially with rise in rolling amplitude. Effect of rolling period on
flow rate in the channel is shown in Fig. 13. Here again, two peaks
are the consequence of respective addition and cancellation of the
effects of Dgy’ and at. As Dgy’ stays independent of rolling period
whereas at decreases with rolling period, therefore, the magnitude
of first peak decreases while the that of the second peak increases
as the rolling period increases. For larger rolling periods, both crests
would have almost the same magnitude depending only on the
magnitude of Dgy’ once at becomes negligible. However, for much
larger values of rolling periods the variation of gravity becomes so
gradual that practically its effect on the flow rate can be ignored.

The variations of flow rate caused by rolling motions also vary
the flow velocity profiles in the channel as depicted in Fig. 14. It can
be seen in Fig. 14 that in a narrow vertical channel velocity profiles
stay nearly parabolic. At the start and end of the rolling period
Fig. 14. Effect of rolling on flow velocity profiles for qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.



Fig. 16. Time averaged friction coefficient compared with steady friction coefficient for
qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.
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velocity profiles are nearly similar and are almost same as the
steady velocity profile. At these instants, acceleration caused by
rolling motion becomes almost negligible. After t ¼ 0s, the fluid
average velocity starts to rise from steady value with time and
becomes maximum at about 2.5 s corresponding to the first crest of
flow fluctuation in Fig. 13. After that, rolling accelerations decrease
causing to the velocity profile to again almost approach the steady
profile. Then velocity again increases and profile corresponding to
the second crest of the flow fluctuation in Fig. 13 is attained. After
which velocity again starts to decreases and velocity profile again
becomes almost same as steady velocity profile at t ¼ 10s and this
cycle continues.

4.2. Flow fluctuations caused by rolling

The magnitude of flow rate fluctuations caused by rolling mo-
tion dependson the time averaged flow rate too. The relative flow
fluctuations can be defined as:

DQ ¼ Qmax � Qta

Qta
(17)

The variation of DQ with Reta is shown in Fig. 15. It can be
observed that DQ decreases almost linearly on a log-log plot as Reta
increases because as the driving pressure head is increased the
relative significance of pressure drop caused by rolling motions is
deceased. Therefore, when Reta is higher while rolling amplitude is
smaller or rolling period is greater, flow rate fluctuations caused by
rolling may be insignificant. Whereas, for lower inflow or at higher
rolling angles and smaller rolling periods flow fluctuations, caused
by rolling, become substantial.

4.3. Friction coefficient variation

In this study, impact of rolling motion on time averaged as well
as transient friction coefficient in a vertical narrow channel has also
been investigated. Details of the findings are given in the following
sub-sections.

4.3.1. Time averaged friction coefficient
In a situation when flow fluctuations due to rolling are sinu-

soidal in nature, time averaged friction coefficients are same as the
corresponding steady state values of friction coefficients, however,
this is not the case when these flow variations are non-sinusoidal
[8]. The time averaged friction coefficient for the case of flow in a
vertical narrow channel under rolling motion is shown in Fig. 16. It
can be observed that the trend of Reta under rollingmotionmatches
Fig. 15. Flow rate fluctuations caused by rolling motions.
that of steady flow. However, it is evident from the graph that time
average value of friction coefficient is smaller than the corre-
sponding steady state value due to the fact that under rolling mo-
tion, Reta is higher than Resteady. This increase in Reta over
Resteadywould increase the overall frictional pressure drop due to
rolling motion. Besides, the difference of the corresponding values
of friction coefficient for Reta and Resteady tends to lessen with in-
crease in inflow. This can be explained by observing the variation of
relative change in Re defined as:

Rerel ¼
Reta � Resteady

Resteady
(18)

With the increase in inflow, the effect of rolling accelerations keeps
on decreasing, consequently Rerel tends to become smaller as
shown in Fig. 17. Therefore for higher inflows, as Reta approaches
Resteady, the difference of corresponding values of friction co-
efficients also tends to decrease which can be observed in Fig. 16. It
can be concluded that for the case of vertical narrow channel
employing lsteady under rolling conditions instead of lavg may cause
significant errors for lower flow rates, however, as the flow rate
increases the use of lsteady may lead to considerably less errors.
4.3.2. Transient friction coefficient
Under the steady state flow conditions, when rolling motion is

absent, there are no fluctuations in flow rate and Re, therefore,
friction coefficient does not vary with time. However, the rolling
motions cause variations in the flow rate through the channel,
Fig. 17. Rerel variation for qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.



Fig. 18. Variation of lroll with rolling amplitude. Fig. 20. Effect variation of horizontal distance on channel flow rate fluctuations for
qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.
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thereby, causing the friction coefficient to vary with time. The effect
of rolling parameters on the friction coefficient under rolling con-
ditions in a vertical narrow channel are shown in Fig. 18. The
pattern of variation of lroll is similar to the rolling motion and its
variation is not sinusoidal. For smaller rolling amplitude, variation
of lroll is less due to smaller fluctuations in flow rate but these
variations become significantly higher as the rolling amplitude is
increased due to stronger variations in the flow rate caused.

The effect of Reta on variation of lroll is shown in Fig. 19. It can be
observed that for smaller Reta variations in lroll are quite significant
because magnitude of fluctuations of flow rate for smaller Reta are
substantial. However, as the Reta increases the variations in lroll
start to diminish. The percentage difference betweenminimum and
average lroll for Reta of 290 is more than 40% whereas that for Reta of
1523 is around 11%. Hence, it can be concluded that the impact of
rolling motions on variation in the lroll becomes less significant at
the higher flow rates through the channel.
4.4. Influence of distance from rolling axis

On a barge mounted reactor, some channels may be located at a
significant distance from the rolling axis, therefore, it is important
to look into the effect of distance of channel from the rolling axis.
Here, variation in flow through a vertical narrow channel is
investigated due to change in its distance from rolling axis in hor-
izontal direction and vertical direction. Details of the results are
presented below.
Fig. 19. Variation of lroll with Reta for qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.
4.4.1. Impact of changing horizontal distance
From Eqs. (13) and (16), it can be understood that at acting on a

vertical channel increases with the horizontal distance from the
rolling axis while gy’ stays independent of it. Effect of variation of
horizontal distance of channel from rolling axis on flow rate fluc-
tuations can be seen in Fig. 20. When the channel's distance from
the rolling axis is zero, rolling only causes a variation in gravity that
acts on the fluid flowing inside the channel and tangential accel-
eration is absent, therefore, both peaks of flow fluctuations are
caused by gravity variations and have same height. However, as the
vessel is shifted away from rolling axis, at also becomes non-zero. In
one half of the rolling period, effect of both gravity and at on flow
are accumulated causing the flow fluctuation to increase while in
the second half the both effects oppose each other, thereby, causing
the flow fluctuation to decrease. Therefore, as the horizontal dis-
tance of channel from rolling axis is increased, height of one peak of
flow fluctuation, in a given rolling period, increases while that of
the other decreases. For even higher distances, eventually second
peak would change to a trough but the shape of the resulting wave
would still not be sinusoidal.
4.4.2. Impact of changing vertical distance
It can be concluded from Eq. (14) that for flow through vertical

narrow channel, displacing the channel in vertical direction only
affects the component of an along flow direction. However, this ac-
celeration component is generally small, so raising the channel
vertically above rolling axis hasno significant impact on theflow rate
fluctuationwhich is evident from Fig. 21. However, if inflow is being
Fig. 21. Effect variation of vertical distance on channel flow rate fluctuations for
qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s.



Fig. 22. Effect of fluid viscosity on flow fluctuations for qmax ¼ 10�; T ¼ 10s. Fig. 24. Effect of rolling period on flow rate in horizontal narrow channel.
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supplied froman elevated tank, raising the channel significantlymay
decrease the available head and steady state flow may be reduced.

4.5. Effect of fluid viscosity

The effect of fluid viscosity on the flow fluctuations in a vertical
channel under rolling conditions is shown in Fig. 22. For a fluid
having less dynamic viscosity, friction pressure drop is smaller,
therefore, the pressure drop due to rolling motions is a significant
contribution to the overall pressure drop of the system causing
prominent flow fluctuations. However, for a fluid with higher vis-
cosity, frictional pressure drop within the system increases
considerably, consequently, impact of rolling force on the flow
fluctuations is reduced. Hence, it can be concluded that, effect of
rolling motions decreases as the fluid viscosity is increased.

4.6. Effect of rolling on flow through horizontal channel

As presented in Section 2.3, for flow through a horizontal nar-
row channel gx’ has the dominant influence on the flow fluctua-
tions. The configuration of horizontal channel is less common in
SMRs because it is not advantageous for natural circulation and
natural convection. Fig. 23 shows the effect of rolling motion on
flow through a horizontal channel for different rolling amplitudes.
Here, flow takes place from left to right direction while counter-
clockwise rolling angle has been considered as positive. It can be
observed that the fluctuations in flow rate are sinusoidal having
only a single crest followed by a single trough and these
Fig. 23. Effect of maximum rolling amplitude on flow rate in horizontal narrow
channel.
fluctuations are enhanced as the rolling angle is increased due to
consequential rise in gx’. Moreover, magnitude of these flow fluc-
tuations is greater as compared to those in a vertical channel
because variations in gx’ are much larger than those in gy’.
Furthermore, the period of flow fluctuations is also the same as the
period of rolling motion which can be seen in Fig. 24. Due to the
greater gravity effects, the effect of rolling accelerations on the flow
fluctuations is not significant for the horizontal channel. Fig. 25
compares the flow fluctuations for a channel passing through the
rolling axis, therefore having a zero tangential acceleration, and
another channel passing parallel to rolling axis at a vertical distance
of 0.9 m having non-zero tangential acceleration. It can be observed
that the effect of at is very small and its influence on flow fluctu-
ations can be easily ignored for smaller rolling angles. Due to si-
nusoidal nature of flow variations, for horizontal channel lta would
be same as lsteady. Effects of variation of flow rate and viscosity in
this channel would be similar to that of vertical narrow channels as
discussed in the previous sub-sections.
5. Conclusions

In the present study, effect of rolling motion on laminar flow
through vertical and horizontal narrow channels has been studied
using MPS method. A computer program has been developed to
simulate the phenomena and effects of variation of rolling pa-
rameters, fluid viscosity, distance from rolling pivot and inflow rate
on flow and friction characteristic were studied. It has been found
that gravity variations caused by rolling motions significantly
Fig. 25. Effect variation of vertical distance on channel flow rate fluctuations for
qmax ¼ 5�; T ¼ 10s.
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influence the flow variations in the channels whereas the effects of
centrifugal force are comparatively minute. The effects of rolling
amplitude are more prominent than those of rolling period.
Moreover, it has been concluded that increasing rolling amplitude
and decreasing the rolling periods enhances the influence of rolling
motions on the flow and friction characteristics. It has also been
observed that the effects of rolling continue to weaken with the
increase in Re or inflow rate. Similarly, increase in viscosity of the
fluid causes the fluctuations in flow rate due to rolling to subside.

For vertical narrow channels the fluctuations in flow rate are not
sinusoidal while horizontal channels flow variations have been
found to be sinusoidal in nature. Moreover, the effects of gravity
variations on the flow features are much stronger for horizontal
channels than those on vertical channels. It has also been found
that for vertical channels increasing the horizontal distance of the
channel from the rolling axis enhances the variations in the flow
variations while the changes in vertical distance of channel from
the rolling pivot does not have any significant effect on flow fluc-
tuations. On the contrary, for horizontal channels change in vertical
distance from the pivot affects the rolling force and consequently
flow fluctuations, however, the impact is not prominent for hori-
zontal channels.

It has been observed that variations of transient friction coeffi-
cient generally follow the period of rolling motions. For vertical
channels, the time averaged friction coefficient differs from the
steady value of the friction coefficient. On the other hand, for
horizontal channels, time averaged friction coefficient and steady
friction coefficient would have the same value due to sinusoidal
nature of flow fluctuations.
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